How can one identify specularities when an object is illuminated by light that varies in spectrum with direction from the surface? A linear model of color shading can answer this question and also recover surface orientation in non{specular regions using only a single color image of the surface taken under a set of illuminants whose positions, strengths, and spectral content need not be known a priori. The shape{from{color method is based on a Lambertian model. For such a re ectance model the surface normal is related in a linear way to the measured RGB color. Linearity means that the Gaussian sphere is transformed into an ellipsoid in color space, and one can solve for the ellipsoid using least squares; surface normals are recovered only up to an overall orthogonal transformation unless additional constraints are employed. When specularities are present, least squares no longer works. If, however, one views specularities as outliers to the underlying color ellipsoid, then a robust method can still nd that surface in RGB space. Here a least median of squares method is used to recover shape and detect specularities at the same time.
Introduction
can be discretized and there must be at least 3 discrete lights for the model to work. Arti cial lighting and daylighting, plus the smoothly varying color change from mutual illumination 8] can provide such an illumination environment.
The statistical method of 3] is based on Woodham et al.'s recent extension 9] of the photometric stereo method to the Lambertian case in which the strengths and directions of the illuminants are unknown. In that method, three black and white (or, equivalently, three spectrally separated) images are used to form a 3-tuple. That`vector' must lie on an ellipsoid if shading is linearly related to the normal vector direction and if the illuminants are not coplanar (or, as a special case, collinear) in space. On the other hand, Brill has shown that for a single color image under illumination that varies with orientation, for situations when an orthographic projection is appropriate, surface normals for every pixel can be recovered provided one knows, a priori, the surface normals for three distinguished points 2]. Brill's work is based, in part, on that of Petrov 1] , who showed that under certain conditions the spectrally varying illumination allows one to describe the entire set of images`painted' by all possible colors in terms of shape descriptors that are independent of illumination conditions and the particular uniform Lambertian re ectance of the surface. The shape descriptors are related to variables describing group orbits; a group arises because there is nonuniqueness in recovery of shape. In our method this analysis reduces to unique recovery of surface normals only up to an overall orthogonal transformation; i.e., the attitude with respect to world-based or camera-based coordinates remains undetermined. The meaning of this nonuniqueness is that if one measured the RGB color image stemming from rotated surface normals one could not determine whether these values arose from a rotation of the surface or of the illuminants. In 5], Kontsevich et al. show that the rotation can be found by applying an integrability constraint on the recovered normals. A closed{form approximation of the rotation matrix is determined in 7] by replacing the integrability constraint by a smoothness constraint.
The present model begins with a single uniform Lambertian surface illuminated by a hemisphere of spectrally varying light. For areas of the surface for which the lighting hemisphere is unoccluded the measured RGB value is a linear transformation away from the normal vector.
The set of such RGB values forms the surface of an ellipsoid in color space. Linearity between the color vector and the normal vector does not hold in regions of the surface that are shadowed or self-shadowed from some of the illuminating light. Such regions lead to pixels that do not lie on the color ellipsoid. These departures from the RGB surface, as well as noise, indicate that a regression should be used to determine the best value of the parameters for the ellipsoid. In 3], a least squares solution was posited. Now suppose that the underlying Lambertian model is correct in the main, but that specularities are also present. If the surface is matte but has an overall sheen of specular re ection, this assumption will not hold; nor will it hold if the surface has too great a roughness, so that the specular re ection is spread out over a majority of the pixels in the image 10].
However, if the surface has a moderate to low roughness then the specularities will be con ned to relatively small areas of the image. If one can avoid these areas then the method of 3] can be applied, since that method can be used locally, not necessarily using all available pixels. Alternatively, 5] sets out a region{growing method for Lambertian patches.
In the situation described here one may interpret specularities as outliers leading to values in color space far from the main ellipsoid that is due to Lambertian re ection. A least squares method cannot reliably nd that ellipsoid because even a single outlier far from the correct result can unduly a ect the t. Instead, what is required is a robust t that correctly discounts outliers. Here we use the method of least median of squares regression 11, 12] to successfully nd the color space ellipsoid. This allows us to determine surface orientation for non-specular pixels, and as a side-bene t identi es specular pixels.
In section 2 we recapitulate the relationship between color and surface normals, and in section 3 apply the model to the case of lighting with directionally varying color illuminating a surface with Lambertian plus specular re ection. In section 4 we perform a simulation test on the model using a set of three point sources illuminating a colored object. This example guides us in developing a specularity detection algorithm.
Color Shading Models
For the intensity image of a Lambertian surface with uniform albedo, distant lighting, and distant viewing, the image irradiance can be written simply as E(x; y) = cos ; where combines both the surface albedo and the source strength, and the term cos is the shading eld. If the (normalized) surface normal at any point is denoted n then if we let a be the normalized direction to the light source, E(x; y) is simply a T n (where T means transpose).
For a color image, the camera system samples the color signal formed from the product of the illuminant spectral power distribution (SPD), denoted E( ), and the surface re ectance function S( ). Suppose a surface with uniform Lambertian re ectance S( ) is illuminanted by a spectrally varying hemisphere of illumination. For simplicity, consider a set i = 1::L of lights with SPDs E i ( ). This represents a discretization of a continuous extended source.
Suppose each light has its own normalized direction vector a i . If the three camera{system sensor response functions are grouped as Q ( ), where Q is a 3{vector with indices in RGB color space, then the shading model generalizes to a color space vector equation for , the three sensor RGB responses:
where (a T i n ) is an inner product in xyz{space. Each illuminant produces a di erent color when re ected from the surface. From (1), this color is
Then we can rewrite eq.(1) as = B A n ;
where we stack all the directions a i row{wise into a matrix A and group the strength{direction color space vectors b i column{wise into a matrix B : A = a T 1 ; a T 2 ; : : a T L T ; B = (b 1 ; b 2 ; : : b L ) :
Here, B is a 3 L matrix and A is L 3. Let F B A , so that (4) becomes simply = F n : (5) This is a linear model relating surface normal to color. The model breaks down when not every illuminant can be seen from the surface area. This is the case when the surface is in shadow or is self-shadowed.
To solve this equation for the variable of interest, the surface normal n , the matrix F must be invertible. For this to be the case, neither matrix B or matrix A can be rank-reduced. I.e., neither can have rank less than 3. This means that all the light source directions A must not be coplanar in space; and similarly the collection of re ected colors B must be 3-dimensional in color space. For example, for the case of just three lights illuminating a scene, matrix A is 3 3; this means the light directions must be linearly independent. Similarly, a 3 3 matrix B must correspond to colors in RGB space that are not coplanar. These two conditions guarantee directionally varying color over the object surface.
If the matrix F is invertible, the surface normal n is linearly related to RGB color .
However, since eq.(5) involves a 3 3 matrix multiplication, without more information (as in 2, 5, 7] ) one can only expect to recover the matrix F and the vectors n up to an overall orthogonal transformation R , since such a transformation could be inserted after F and the inverse R T before n . Therefore, instead of looking for the matrix F itself one should attempt to nd a rotationally invariant matrix derived from F .
Suppose the inverse of F is denoted G . Then n = G : (6) Since n is unit length, we have 1 n T n = T G T G T C :
Since C is G T G , it is 3 3 and symmetric positive de nite. Therefore it consists of 6 independent elements. Hence if we can nd C we have determined 6 of the 9 elements of F .
Woodham et al. 9] recognized that the quadric similar to (7) that arises in the usual photometric stereo situation comprises an ellipsoid centered on the origin, xed by 6 parameters; for the analogous situation here (7) 
The least squares solution of (9) is derived from the pseudoinverse M + = (M T M ) ?1 M T .
Once one has z and hence C the matrix G , which is really the one we want, is determined up to a rotation. Therefore any root of C will do for G ; here we use the polar decomposition method of 13], which is based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The matrix G cannot be determined absolutely without injection of further knowledge. In a sense, this algorithm is a kind of shape/illuminant-direction recovery algorithm (see 14] and references therein) set in a multi-illuminant framework.
The above analysis applies for a linear, Lambertian model. Once specularities are added, however, in principle the model (7) no longer applies. In the next section we note that a least squares solution, while simple, leads one entirely astray when specularities are present.
3 Specularities, Color Shading, and Regression Suppose now that specularities are added to the the Lambertian color model (5) . The algorithm we shall propose for sorting out which pixels do and do not belong to a Lambertian region is independent of any particular model for specularities. Nevertheless it is useful to examine a particular specular model to gain insight into how specularities change the linear model and for de niteness we consider a Phong model 15]. In this simple model, specular intensity is proportional to a power p of the cosine of the angle between the viewing direction and the mirror re ection direction. For a particular light with normalized direction vector a , if the viewing direction is v then this cosine is cos = 2 (n T a )(n T v ) ? (a T v ) :
Suppose now that (again, for purposes of illustration) we adopt a version of the dichromatic model 16] wherein the color of the specular re ection is simply that of the light source itself (cf. 17]).
The model adopted means that for any of the assumed i = 1::L lights the color of specularities equals that of light impinging on a perfectly white surface. Suppose that for light 
The above equation embodies a nonlinear relationship between and n .
We treat the specularities as outliers in a regression solution for matrix elements c ij 4]. This interpretation makes sense so long as not too many pixels fall in specular regions. This will be less true in a situation involving extended sources, as required for the present method, since more sources will tend to produce more specularities, especially if they are spread out. Nevertheless for a fairly smooth surface (moderately high p in the Phong model), specularities should still be restricted to a relatively small area of the image.
However, it is almost certain that a standard least squares model will fail in this case. The reason is that even a single pixel far from the ellipsoid in color space can mislead the regression. Instead of least squares, what is required is a method that ignores the brightness of the specularities and makes use only of how many pixels fall in the target type of surface in color space, viz. an ellipsoid.
The method used here is the Least Median of Squares (LMS) regression 11]. This is to be contrasted to the much less robust Least Squares (LS) method. For the LS method (and in fact for a least absolute deviation regression as well) even a small contamination of the data can cause the estimator to take on values arbitrarily far from values it would have taken on without the false data. For the LMS method, as much as 50% of the data can be arbitrarily corrupted without a ecting the t, provided that there are indeed data points that do t the chosen model well.
Using LMS regression, we nd those values of matrix elements c kl that give the minimum
over i = 1::N pixels. This gives an LMS estimate for the solution z of eq.(9) and hence also gives a robust estimate for the matrix G , up to an overall rotation.
In the next section we examine a synthesized image, made from real illuminants and reectances, in order to develop a workable algorithm. The advantages of a synthetic image are that it is simple and that the answer is known.
4 Test Image; Detection Scheme Firstly, since the image contains many dark background pixels and these will unduly a ect the regression, we remove them. The simplest way to do so is to form the image of RGB norms k k and discard pixels with norms less than a small multiple of the maximum norm, say 2%. Then forming the matrix M we solve eq.(9) for the estimate z of C by using an LMS estimator. Fig.2 shows the RGB values for the image plotted in color space. Since we know the actual value of C we can understand Fig.1 (a) better by asking how many pixels lie on or near the ellipsoid (7). For any pixel, the quantity T C q determines how close to the ellipsoid the point is. For a value q 6 = 1 one can interpret that point as lying on an ellipsoid larger than the ellipsoid T C = 1 by a factor p q. Therefore the value of q
gives the ratio of the square of the semi-axes of the particular ellipsoid on which lies to the model ellipsoid. 
(and the LS estimated matrix is completely wrong). Fig.3(a) shows how well this ellipsoid ts the data. Here the recovered ellipsoid is overlaid on top of the original data. From C , we can grasp which of the observed RGB values actually lie on the ellipsoid by using the ratio of squared ellipsoid semi-axes method above. Fig.3(b) shows the values of T C = q for the image of Fig.2(d) , using the recovered value of C . For the specular pixels these values become large, so only the rst three quartiles are displayed. The median of all the values is 1.0002. We could contemplate labeling pixels with q > 1 as candidate specular pixels, but Fig.3(b) shows that this criterion would delete too many non{specular pixels; this comes about because C is not perfectly recovered. Instead, we use a standard approach to outlier detection 11]. Applied to identi cation of RGB outliers of the model equation (7) Figs.4(a) and (b) show the positive and negative values of r i =s 0 , respectively. One readily sees from these images that the residuals depart from zero in two situations: either (1) a point lies in an umbra region where it is illuminated by fewer than three lights, or (2) the pixel corresponds to a specularity.
To separate these two e ects, consider Fig.4(c) . This shows the value of the norm kn k recovered by the algorithm. Note that the algorithm does not necessarily produce unit{length normals. This is a positive feature because it allows one to screen out unreliable normals not close to unit length. Lengths of recovered normals are shown in Fig.4(d) ; the histogram has a long low{occurrence tail to the right (omitted in the gure). To screen out these high{norm pixels we retain pixels with norms kn k less than the third quartile of the histogramed values, which is 1.126 here. High{norm pixels clearly correspond to specularities. We can be sure to correctly identify specular pixels if we label a pixel as specular if it is both high{norm and also an outlier in terms of robust statistics.
For pixels identi ed as not specular, one can nd an instance of G as a root of C . Then a rotated estimate of surface normals can be derived via (6) . To compare these estimates with the original surface normals we need to rotate them back to their correct attitude. In general we would need to recover this rotation using additional constraints, but for this synthetic example we actually know the correct value of F and can therefore perform the rotation. Here, if our estimate of F ?1 isĜ , we retrieve a rotated version of the surface normals n rot . Then de ning the rotation matrix R via n rot =Ĝ ?1 =Ĝ ?1 F n R n ; (15) our estimate of the unrotated normal is n = R ?1 n rot = R T n rot :
(16) Fig.5(a) is the original set of surface normals, shown as a synthetic image shaded by a single light at the camera position. Fig.5(b) shows the recovered normals for those pixels not identi ed as specular, shaded similarly. For non{specular pixels it is meaningful to compare the angle between the original and recovered normals. Fig.5(c) shows the values of such angles. The median is 0.52 degrees.
As can be seen from Figs. 5(a,b) and from the angle histogram Fig.5 (c) the agreement between original and recovered surface normals is quite good for non{specular pixels, especially not near the umbra regions at the bottom of the image. Normals are not recovered in these regions because they are beyond the horizon of almost all the illumination.
Finally, Fig.6 (a) and (b) show the parts of the original image identi ed as specular and non{specular, respectively. As can be seen, the algorithm is conservative in that it somewhat overestimates the number of specular pixels.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have adapted previous work on shape recovery using the photometric stereo method to the case of a single color image under unknown but directionally varying lighting conditions. The lighting is not structured | any combination of lights will do if invertibility holds. The fact that such a shape{from{color algorithm is possible was adumbrated by previous work on the group structure of color images. An interesting feature of the method is that multiple colored lights, rather than causing a problem, in fact make possible the determination of surface orientation. As well, the more the illumination is extended the better, since extension in space helps ensure that the matrix storing space directions is not rank{reduced. The present method can recover surface normals up to an overall unknown orthogonal transformation provided the input image satis es the two constraints of linearity and invertibility. The orthogonal transformation can also be determined provided additional information is added. In a sense, the specular detection aspect of the method arises as a side-bene t.
Addition of specularity makes a least squares approach infeasible because the large RGB values that are far o a Lambertian color ellipsoid will lead such a regression astray. Nonetheless a good approximation of the ellipsoid matrix can still be found if one employs a robust regression instead. Once specular pixels are found using the present method, these can be avoided. Then one might iterate and apply the original method of 3] to redetermine local estimates of nonspecular normals not using any candidate specular data.
Note that the present method works even if the surface is a perfect graybody, in contradistinction to the situation for other chromatically-based specular detection algorithms 20, 21, 22, 17]. For, here, it is the inclusion of a pixel into an ellipsoid in color space that labels it as Lambertian; a specular pixel will not fall on the ellipsoid even if the surface is white. The achromatic method of 23] succeeds only if the specularity is prominent. Here, that restriction is lifted; the specularity is identi ed on the basis of its not obeying the linear rule as well as because of the magnitude of the norm of its recovered orientation vector.
Of course, the present method depends on the existence of an aggregate of spectrally varying light sources. The type of lighting conditions that could give rise to a spectrally varying hemisphere of illumination include the common illumination engineering practise of combining arti cial lighting and daylighting. As well, interre ection amongst objects produces colored mutual illumination 8, 24].
The algorithm has been tested on several synthetic shapes, with results similar to those presented here provided that the number of specular pixels present is not too great (< 50%). The results obtained using synthetic images are encouraging, and have the bene t of guiding one in design of a specular{detection/shape algorithm. 
